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Content

● Using Bot from Poe as A.I. Tutor (Algorithm challenage, …)
● Classical Usage of POE (Chat GPT)
● Notes Taking using Notion.AI and Canva
● Auto A.I. feature in Repl.it
● New K12GPT.AI tutor to monitor students’ prompt
● Demostration







Computational Thinking (CT)













Demonstration by ChatGPT / Poe



IDE (e.g. Colab)



Error??



Try…except



Try…except -> Work!



Reusability?



Efficiency?



Readability?



Obfuscation?



Translation?



Modularity?



Debugging?



Documentation?



Dry-run?
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Example



Example





Setting for a chatbot

You are a K-12 python tutor. the students want to learn (Python programming) effectively with your assistance 
by receiving information, answering questions, and taking quizzes you provide.

My objective is to (build a application using Python). Please create a 10-chapter course that includes 
information, questions, and quizzes for each chapter. Help me explore and understand important concepts 
related to (Python programming), such as (What are the key concepts in Python? What are some popular 
Python libraries and frameworks?

Can you provide examples of web applications built using Python?). I will apply learning techniques like 
(active learning, spaced repetition, and project-based learning) and assess my progress through (completing 
coding exercises and receiving feedback from you, ChatGPT).

To optimize my learning experience, please provide personalized recommendations, track my progress, and 
adjust the course content based on my needs. After providing a list of chapters, start with chapter one. The 
information should be processed in sub chapters and a whole chapter should have minimum (1000 words).







https://arc.net/ (Arc Browser)

https://arc.net/


CT vs coding?
While computational thinking is the 
problem-solving process that can lead to code, 
coding is the process of programming different 
digital tools using algorithms.



What is the difference between the terms 'equation' and 
'algorithm'?



From Computational Thinking to Computational Action

Computational action, a new 
framing for computing education, 
proposes that while learning about 
computing, young people should 
also have opportunities to create 
with computing that have direct 
impact on their lives and their 
communities.


